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Abstract
This paper describes deep learning approaches for the Mask
and Breathing Sub-Challenges (SCs), which are addressed by
the INTERSPEECH 2020 Computational Paralinguistics Chal-
lenge. Motivated by outstanding performance of state-of-the-
art end-to-end (E2E) approaches, we explore and compare ef-
fectiveness of different deep Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) architectures on raw data, log Mel-spectrograms, and
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients. We apply a transfer
learning approach to improve model’s efficiency and conver-
gence speed. In the Mask SC, we conduct experiments with sev-
eral pretrained CNN architectures on log-Mel spectrograms, as
well as Support Vector Machines on baseline features. For the
Breathing SC, we propose an ensemble deep learning system
that exploits E2E learning and sequence prediction. The E2E
model is based on 1D CNN operating on raw speech signals and
is coupled with Long Short-Term Memory layers for sequence
modeling. The second model works with log-Mel features and
is based on a pretrained 2D CNN model stacked to Gated Re-
current Unit layers. To increase performance of our models in
both SCs, we use ensembles of the best deep neural models
obtained from N-fold cross-validation on combined challenge
training and development datasets. Our results markedly out-
perform the challenge test set baselines in both SCs.
Index Terms: computational paralinguistics, information fu-
sion, neural networks, transfer learning, end-to-end models

1. Introduction
Human speech contains a wide range of non-verbal information
about speaker’s states and traits. The Computational Paralin-
guistics Challenge (ComParE), which has been regularly held in
the framework of INTERSPEECH, focuses on automatic recog-
nition of various paralinguistic aspects of human speech. Since
2009, every year the organizers present new tasks and provide
for participants novel, challenging data related to such prob-
lems, as emotion detection [1] and recognition [2], age, gen-
der [3] and dialects [4] recognition, analysis of intoxication and
sleepiness [5], as well as speech analysis to detect ‘unhealthy’
speech in cold conditions [6]. ComParE 2020 consists of three
SCs: Mask, Breathing, and Elderly Emotion [7]. In this paper,
we propose E2E deep learning approaches for both Mask and
Breathing SCs, using the challenge protocol. In [8], we report
our results on the Elderly Emotion SC.

This year, the aforementioned two SCs have highly rele-
vant paralinguistic phenomena due to the spread and prevention

of coronavirus pandemic (COVID 19). At the time of paper
writing, the number of infected people has exceeded 19 mil-
lion. While people need to wear masks to avoid the infection,
the acoustic characteristics of speakers’ breathing may be used
for automated pre-screening of potentially infected people. In
the Mask SC, the task is to tell apart whether a speaker wears a
surgical mask or not [7]. Back in 2008, Mendel et al. [9] tried
to determine the effect of the mask on speech understanding
during surgery. Spectral analysis of speech showed significant
differences between speech filtered by a medical mask and un-
filtered speech, but the mask had no effect on people’s under-
standing of a spoken content. Ravanelli et al. investigated au-
tomatic speech recognition under a mask in various noisy con-
ditions [10]. Saeidi et al. [11, 12] studied effects of wearing a
mask on speaker identification. Additionally, they investigated
both passive and active effects of wearing the mask on speech
by measuring up acoustic properties of the mask material. The
research to tell apart speech pronounced by a human with or
without a medical/hand-made mask is an open issue today.

Breathing is a vital function of animal species, and histori-
cally had been used in medical diagnosis and therapy [13, 14].
While breathing prediction from the acoustic signal has a value
on its own, accurate prediction may also help breaking through
depression and post-traumatic stress disorder telemonitoring by
providing high-level discriminative features such as acoustic
and timing patterns [15, 16].

In this work, we investigate various CNNs and pretrained
deep neural networks (DNNs) that receive a lot of attention
nowadays, as they are powerful machine learning methods and
can be used for multiple purposes, and applying the transfer
learning approach can significantly increase the performance of
these methods [17]. They are effectively used for feature ex-
traction [18, 19, 20], emotion recognition [21, 22], automatic
speech recognition [23], and speech synthesis [24].

2. Background on Methods
2.1. Deep Residual and Recurrent Networks

Since AlexNet [25] and, then, VGG [26] reached state-of-the-
art performance in the image recognition domain, the research
community realized that, due to the vanishing gradient problem
(VGP), it is not efficient just to stack more new convolutional
layers in CNN. To tackle VGP, the authors of [27] introduced a
simple, but genius idea - ”identity shortcut connection”, which
can skip one or more layers. This idea allows building an arbi-
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trarily DNN without a loss of an efficiency in comparison with a
less deep network due to its ability to pass forward signals even
if all layer’s parameters equal zero. Thus, a DNN can by itself
”decide” how deep it should be.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are effectively used in
cases when time dependent sequences need to be modeled and
processed, such as speech, handwriting, text, heartbeats, EEG,
or any other numerical sequences. The most commonly used
types of RNNs are Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) mod-
els [28] and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [29], which solve the
vanishing gradient problem of standard RNNs and model long-
term dependencies much better than RNNs. In turn, a GRU has
less parameters than a LSTM because there is no output gate.

2.2. N-Fold Cross-Validation for Model Optimization

N-Fold cross-validation (CV) is a statistical method for evalu-
ating a generalization performance [30], that allows increasing
size of the training data, and as a result the recognition accu-
racy. In the Mask SC, we have slightly modified the classical
CV approach. Firstly, we shuffle and split both training and
the development sets into N/2 parts using stratification. In the
Breathing SC, we split training and development parts without
any shuffling. Then we use these N parts for CV. Separate par-
titioning of the training and development sets maximizes the
speaker disjunction.

3. Proposed Approaches
3.1. The Mask Sub-Challenge

Figure 1 shows pipeline of our approach for the Mask SC. Note
that in one sub-system we additionally used Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) exploiting baseline features BoAW [31].
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Validation

ModelAudio

Spectrogram	with	X	log-
Mel	descriptors

N	Models
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Figure 1: Pipeline for the Mask Sub-Challenge

3.1.1. Acoustic Features

In the Mask SC, we used all the baseline features (openS-
MILE [32, 33], BoAW [31], DeepSpectrum [34], AuDeep [35,
36]) with SVM using linear and non-linear kernels. Addition-
ally, 30 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) with
their ∆ and ∆∆ features, as well as 64 Mel-frequency bands
(log-Mel) with the window width of 32 ms and an overlap of
10 ms were extracted from each audio file. MFCCs and log-
Mels were converted to images and used as inputs for pretrained
DNNs. All the features have been normalized per batch with Z-
score normalization.

3.1.2. Models

In the Mask SC, we compared results of pretrained AlexNet,
ResNet18, ResNet34, ResNet50, ResNet101 and VGG-16 ar-

chitectures on log-Mel spectrograms. However, in the follow-
ing experiments, we used ResNet18 architecture, since it gave a
better performance on the Mask SC development set, as well as
log-Mels.

The first system included four ResNet18 models with 3 ex-
tra fully-connected (FC) layers. We removed the last layer and
appended 3 fully-connected layers with dropout layers. After
that, we fine-tuned all the layers. For simplicity, we call this
architecture of neural networks ResNet18v1 in this paper. We
applied the Adam optimizer for all the neural networks. We cal-
culated mean Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) over all CV
folds in order to choose a model with the best performance.
The second system had four ResNet18 models with 1 fully-
connected layer with number of neurons equal to the number
of classes. We call this neural network ResNet18v2. Stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) and Adam were used as optimizers for
neural networks; in addition, we used the models with highest
UAR scores on each CV fold. The third system is composed of
ResNet18v2 and SVM with non-linear kernel which are trained
on the 64 log-Mels and on the baseline features BoAW-2000
respectively. We used the first 2 folds to train ResNet18v2 (64
log-Mels), and the remaining folds to train SVM (BoAW-2000).
This approach allowed us to increase performance during vali-
dation. In the following systems, we increased the number of
folds to 10. The fourth system consisted of ten ResNet18v2
models with Adam and SGD optimizers on different folds; we
used neural networks with the best performances on each CV
fold.

In the fifth system, we used a weighted fusion (WF) to all
applied neural networks. In each fold, we weighted predictions
of two networks (ResNet18v2 with Adam, and Resnet18v2 with
SGD), where the fusion weight is optimized on the respective
validation set. Then, we calculated mean prediction of the fold-
wise decisions.

All the neural networks were trained to minimize the binary
cross-entropy objective. The mini-batch size was 16. We set an
initial learning rate of 0.0001 for the Adam and 0.001 with mo-
mentum 0.9 for SGD optimizer. We also decreased the learning
rate, when the validation loss does not improve for two succes-
sive epochs. The training process was stopped after 120 epochs.
The models with the smallest validation loss were chosen.

3.2. The Breathing Sub-Challenge

The pipeline of the proposed approach for the Breathing SC is
illustrated in Figure 2. In this SC, we used two E2E approaches.
The first approach is based on 1D CNN + LSTM RNN model.
It has 1D CNN that uses directly the raw data. The second ap-
proach is based on the pretrained ResNet18 model with two
stacked RNN-GRU layers above (ResNet18 + GRU) and uses
log-Mel spectrograms. As a final submission, we present fea-
ture and decision level fusion applied on best models from both
first and second approaches. All the models used a loss function
defined as 1-r, where r is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(PCC).

3.2.1. 1D CNN + LSTM model

Since there are no available pretrained 1D CNN models on raw
acoustic data, we created our own. In order to capture tem-
poral dependencies from 1D CNN model’s embeddings more
efficiently, we have also stacked two LSTM layers above it.
Then, to flatten the output, a dense layer of one neuron with
tanh activation function was added. Thus, we propose E2E
sequence-to-sequence model, which directly maps input data in
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Figure 2: Pipeline for the Breathing Sub-Challenge

the waveform format into a sequence of breath belt signals.
Additionally, to get more data, we cut each audio file into

several parts overlapping in 2/5 of the part length. Overlaps of
outputs were averaged after prediction. Hereinafter, we call the
length of part as window size and the shift (how much one part
overlaps with another one) as step of window. To choose the
best window size in terms of PCC, we conducted tests with each
proposed 1D CNN + LSTM model. The test results showed best
models performance on window sizes of 16 and 24 seconds.

Overall, for case of raw data we have built two different
types of 1D CNNs in terms of the complexity: medium and
complex ones with around 1.4 M and 3.5 M parameters corre-
spondingly. The first two submitted systems had the medium
complexity. As an example, Figure 3 shows the medium model
with data input shape of 16 seconds (one second includes 16K
samples in a raw waveform and 25 breath belt signals). After
each convolutional layer, dropout with a probability of 0.3 was
applied. It should be noted that the first submitted model had
one convolutional layer less, as well as less amount of convolu-
tional filters on each layer.

For the third submission we built a complex model with the
architecture similar to ResNet, but in 1D manner. Thus, the
1D CNN model was replaced with seven ResNet-like residual
blocks. LSTM part of the model remained the same except the
first LSTM layer; it had 512 neurons vs. 256 in the second
system. We chose Adam as an optimizer with the learning rate
of 0.001. Window sizes were chosen as 16 and 24 seconds,
and mini-batch size - 40 and 26 correspondingly. We stopped
the training process after 150 epochs. The model with the best
value of the PCC on the validation set was used for the first test
submission. Our first system showed better values of the PCC
on the development set in comparison with the baseline result.
However, its effectiveness on the test set was worse than the
baseline. To reduce prediction variance, we applied CV with 4
folds on combined training and development sets for all further
submissions. The proposed ensemble of 4 models was applied
to make final predictions on the test set.

3.2.2. ResNet18 + GRU model

In this approach, we used pretrained 2D CNN ResNet18 with
stacked 2 GRU layers above (512 and 64 units respectively).
The last fully connected layer in ResNet18 has been replaced
by GRU layers. We used GRUs instead of LSTM units because
they have fewer parameters to train. During the training process
we used dropout with a probability of 0.3 between ResNet18’s
output and the first GRU layer as well as between GRU layers.
The model contains approximately 12 M trainable weights. We
extracted Mel-spectrograms from the raw speech signal. It was
computed by the window of 40 ms with 20 ms overlap and 128
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Figure 3: Architecture of 1D CNN + LSTM medium-size model
in the Breathing Sub-Challenge. K - kernel size, F - number of

filters (kernels), U - number of units.

Mel-frequency bands. Then these log-Mels were cut into pieces
of 1 second, that the middle of each such piece corresponds to
one of the target values. Note that in order to be able to get log-
Mel for target values at the edges of audio recordings, where the
target value would correspond to the middle, we extended the
raw speech signal of each participant by 0.5 sec at the beginning
and at the end by mirroring. Since we had to build sequence-
to-sequence model, we passed through ResNet18 the sequence
of log-Mels with a certain window size. We have tested several
window lengths of {14, 16, 20, 24, 32, 40, 80} sec. The best
results on the development set were achieved with the window
length of 80 seconds. The step of window was taken as 1/2 of
a window length. Due to computing power limitations, wider
windows could not be used. Also we did not use mini-batches
and trained on each sample. The weights of the first and sec-
ond ResNet18 blocks were frozen, only the weights of 3 and 4
blocks were trained. As optimizer we have used Adam with a
learning rate of 0.002, and 20 epochs of training. The ResNet18
+ GRU model was used for the fourth submission.

3.2.3. Fusion Techniques

To combine the best systems, we used both fusion of deep em-
beddings (DE) and decision level fusion schemes. For DE fu-
sion, we extracted deep embeddings from last layers of the best
1D CNN and Resnet18, concatenated them and trained a 2-layer
LSTM network with 512 and 256 units, respectively. Before the
training, obtained DEs were normalized.

Furthermore, the decision level fusion was applied as fol-
lows: we evaluated weighted mean prediction from two best
systems and DE fusion system per each fold independently.
To choose weights for each fold, we generated triplets from a
Dirichlet distribution (using python’s NumPy library function
numpy.random.dirichlet) 1000 times and took the best one in
terms of PCC. Thus, per each fold we have 3 models with cor-
responding weights. Final predictions on the test set were made
independently by fold-wise fusion systems, which were aver-
aged as in the other submissions.

4. Experimental Results
In the paper, we do not present results obtained on the develop-
ment sets, since we used all data in N-Fold CV, which signif-
icantly increased the performance. Therefore, we report mean
value of N-fold CV. Table 1 summarizes results of the submitted
systems in both SCs. The official performance measure for the
Breathing SC is PCC, while it is UAR for the Mask SC.
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Table 1: Cross-validation and test set results for the Mask and Breathing Sub-Challenges. X log-Mel: Spectrogram with X log-Mel
descriptors. WF: weighted fusion. UAR: Unweighted Average Recall. PCC: Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Perf(ormance).

System ID Features/Input Model Description CV Perf. Test Set Perf.
The Mask Sub-Challenge, UAR [%] (baseline UAR=71.8%)

1 64 log-Mel ResNet18v1 77.23 74.00
2 64 log-Mel ResNet18v2 (Adam + SGD) 79.86 75.10
3 64 log-Mel + BoAW-2000 ResNet18v2 (SGD) + SVM 78.55 74.90
4 64 log-Mel ResNet18v2 (Adam + SGD) 82.17 75.30
5 64 log-Mel WF(ResNet18v2 (Adam), Resnet18v2 (SGD)) 84.32 75.90

The Breathing Sub-Challenge, PCC (baseline PCC=0.731)
1 Raw signal 1D CNN + LSTM (single model, without N-Fold CV) 0.545 0.660
2 Raw signal 1D CNN + LSTM (medium-scale structure) 0.607 0.744
3 Raw signal 1D CNN + LSTM (complex structure) 0.621 0.718
4 128 log-Mel ResNet18 + GRU 0.580 0.734
5 Raw signal + 128 log-Mel Fusion System (see Figure 2) 0.640 0.763

4.1. The Mask Sub-Challenge

In the Mask SC, the first submission was made with the
ResNet18v1 trained on 64 log-Mel, which gave the mean CV
UAR=77.23% and test set UAR=74.00%. The second submis-
sion was made via a combination of four ResNet18v2 with dif-
ferent optimizers that resulted in UAR of 79.13% and 75.10%
for CV and test set, respectively. The third submission fused
the probability scores from two ResNet18v2 neural networks
and SVMs with non-linear kernels trained on 64 log-Mel and
BoAW-2000 features, respectively. This system gave the mean
CV UAR=78.55% and the test set UAR=74.90% that was
slightly worse than the second submission. The fourth sub-
mission was made via a combination of ten ResNet18v2 mod-
els trained with alternative (Adam and SGD) optimizers, which
lead to UAR scores of 82.17% and 75.30% for CV and test set,
respectively. This system was also trained using 64 log-Mel fea-
tures. As a final, fifth submission, we used the weighted fusion
of CV folds of ResNet18v2 models with various optimizers. As
expected, the WF fusion outperformed the fourth submission
results. Our final system yielded a mean CV UAR=84.32% and
the test set UAR=75.90%, and has significantly outperformed
the challenge baseline result by an absolute difference of 4.1%.

4.2. The Breathing Sub-Challenge

As mentioned above, the model for the first submission used 1D
CNN + LSTM architecture, processed raw signals and had less
parameters in comparison with other 1D CNN + LSTM archi-
tectures applied. This yielded a test set PCC of 0.660. For the
second submission we restructured 1D CNN + LSTM model by
increasing the number of filters, as well as the number of con-
volutional and pooling layers. We also used the CV approach
to get an ensemble of four 1D CNN + LSTM models obtained
from 4-folds, where each model is trained with more data com-
pared to the initial system. The proposed system has signifi-
cantly outperformed the baseline system and gave PCC=0.744
on the test set. The mean PCC value in CV was 0.607.

Assuming that a more complex model may be more effec-
tive, the third submission was made using a ResNet-like model
with 3.5 M parameters. For this trial, we also used the CV ap-
proach to get an ensemble. The mean CV PCC=0.621; how-
ever, on the test set it reached a lower PCC (0.718) compared to
the simpler model. The possible reason of this failure may be
caused insufficient data amount for training such huge model.

One way to tackle with small data amount is using the trans-

fer learning approach. Our fourth submission was made us-
ing pretrained ResNet18 + GRU approach that gave the mean
CV PCC=0.58 and outperformed the SC baseline result with
PCC=0.734. As the final fifth submission, we used both feature
and decision level fusion of models from the second and fourth
trials. The mid-level fusion was conducted via DE extracted
from both 1D CNN and Resnet18 models by LSTM model,
which gave a mean PCC=0.598. Then, we applied a decision
level fusion by weighted means of each fold separately. In the
end, we averaged four test predictions obtained from each fold.
Our final system showed the mean CV PCC=0.640 and the test
set PCC=0.763, and has significantly outperformed the baseline
test set PCC score of 0.731.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated advantages of different deep neu-
ral network (DNN) approaches on several types of features,
with a special focus on ensembling various DNNs, including
E2E models, for the Mask and Breathing SCs addressed by IN-
TERSPEECH ComParE 2020. The ensemble models increase
the generalization performance, when the individual models are
diverse and sufficiently accurate. DNNs provide an outstanding
performance, when their hunger for the data is satisfied. We
have shown that by effectively increasing the training data via
N-Fold CV, careful selection of pretrained models and neat de-
sign of E2E neural networks, state-of-the-art DNN ensembles
can be obtained. Moreover, by fusing them, we have reached
UAR=75.90%, and PCC=0.763 in the Mask and the Breath-
ing SCs, respectively, both of which markedly outperformed
the competitive challenge baselines. Scripts of this work can
be found at GitHub1.
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